Howdy Folks,
For all you folks who have been asking me what is happening in
your life and why things aren’t going quite right, let me offer a bit
of help.
Am not claiming to be an authority on anything but do work with a
lot of people and find most of them have similar problems.
When asking the folks in class how many have noticed that the
world seems to be getting crazier, most all will raise their hands.
Some time ago, we filmed a DVD called ‘Why people are going
crazy” and explained the things I had found affecting people and
how to correct it. These things seem to have intensified and I keep
getting more request for help. Now we can help people to help
themselves but as yet not been able to eliminate the problem. This
is probably because people need to learn to do things for
themselves.
One of the more serious things I find affecting people is what I am
calling ‘geopathic stress.’ This may not be the exact term to use.
but my dowsing system seems to understand it. The fact that
people can feel an energy shift when I neutralize the negative
effects of ‘geopathic stress’ on them, tells me that it works.
When learning something new, there are only two questions to ask,
‘does it work? Does it help?’ The only other thing that you might
want to ask is, ‘can I put it to use now?’ If you get a ‘yes’ to the
answer then just do it.
For those of you who have been in class with me, you know how to
measure your energy. You will probably find that ‘geopathic stress’
can reduce the energy of a person by 50%. Of course this is going
to affect the way you feel.
What to do about it? Neutralize it—either with dowsing or INTENT.
Most of you reading this know that our films have a ‘thought form’
in them to change the energy wherever they are played and you
can direct this energy with intent, to change the energy at a
distance. For example please visit
www.raymongracefoundation.org and click on ‘what we do’ for a
free video ‘Blueprint For Freedom’ that we created to stop abuse on
innocent people and we have given it to the world.
We appreciate you!!
Raymon

Hi Everyone,
Many of you know that my latest toys for energy work are gongs.
I find them fascinating and wonderfully energizing and healing. I
wanted to let you know about three upcoming events I have with
the gongs just in case you want to come join us.
On September 8th, Raymon and I will be driving to Longview, Tx
for his next class. (and it is not too late to sign up for his class if
you are interested) We will stop in Memphis at the Memphis
Gong Chamber and do a one hour Sonic Massage with gongs. If
you are in the area and want to join us, go here for details and to
sign up. This is a very unique experience and I will be doing them
the last Saturday of each month after September.
The second gong event will be at the South West Dowsing
conference in Flagstaff, October 7-12.
And the third and very exciting one will be with Ellie Drew and
the first of many Lotus Flower Retreats on 11-11-11. This unique
Forgiveness Conference and personal retreat with Ellie will be in
Phoenix, Az on Nov 10-13. I will facilitate healing sounds during
the Sacred Forgiveness Ceremony by playing the "3-Sounds of
the Lotus Flower" and during the "5-Songs of Creation
Meditation." Come play, heal, and serve. All the details for the
event are available at www.LotusFlowerRetreats.com. BE part of
the MOVEMENT!
If you have not heard the gongs, check them out on my site at
www.tsvibrations.com
Keep your thoughts on the things you want to create, for your
thoughts and your love are powerful! Use them wisely.
With joy and laughter,
Faye

And now it is time for the Call to Action.
Please join us September 21st. For full details visit
www.raymongraceprojects.com/calltoaction.htm
We appreciate you!
 2011 Raymon Grace

